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In order to reasonably consider the support capability of multiple types of

flexible resources for power grid planning and operation, this paper proposes an

assessment method of response potential of end-user-side flexible resources

of regional power distribution networks based on sequential simulation of

optimal operation. First, the response potential evaluation framework and

the evaluation index are proposed. Then, based on the idea of time series

simulation of optimal operation of distribution network, the response potential

evaluation model considering the interactions between flexible resources and

power grid is constructed and solved by optimization package. Finally, the

validity of the proposed evaluation method is verified by an actual case from a

certain area in northern China. The analysis results show that the end-user-side

flexible resources are a kind of balanced resources with good economy, and it is

necessary to take the response potential assessment of flexible resources into

account in the planning of future new type distribution networks.
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Introduction

Accelerating the clean and low-carbon development of energy industry and building a

new type power systemwith increasing proportion of new energy will play a pivotal role in

achieving the goal of “emission peak and carbon neutrality” in China (Han et al., 2021).

Driven by the “dual-carbon” goal, the widespread accessing of flexible resources such as

distributed generations, flexibly adjustable and controllable loads, energy storages and so

on (Holttinen et al., 2013), will become the new normal state of the power system, which is

promoting the transformation of traditional power grid planning from “source changes as
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load changes” mode to “source-load interaction”mode (Andrew

et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2021).

However, it is very challenging to successfully utilize new

energies because of the fluctuation, intermittency and the anti-

peak-regulation character of the output of the distributed

generations (Ma et al., 2019), which will easily lead to the

insufficient flexibility in adjustment and operation of the

system, even resulting in the imbalance of power supply and

demand, and posing threaten to the safe operation of the power

grid in extreme cases. Through the interactive response

management of flexible loads and the regulation of energy

storage devices, the dynamic goal of improving the electricity

consumption behavior, and peak-shaving and valley-filling can

be achieved, which can provide a large amount of balance

resources for the power grid and support the power balance

of supply and demand (Clement-nyns et al., 2010; Muhanji et al.,

2018; Dong et al., 2022). In addition, the optimal layout of power

network structure and the optimal configuration of substation

capacity can be realized according to the temporal and spatial

distribution of flexible resources. Therefore, to some extent, the

construction investment will be delayed and carbon emissions

will be reduced (Mnatsakanyan and Kennedy, 2015). In order to

give full play to the supporting role of flexible resources for the

power balance of supply and demand in power grid planning and

operation, it is necessary to make reasonable use of these

resources and fully exploit the response potential of flexible

resources of source-side and load-side, so as to improve the

flexibility and economy of power grid operation.

The rational analysis and evaluation of the response potential

of flexible resources is the precondition to explore and utilize the

flexible resources effectively. Due to the wide distribution of

flexible resources, the complexity of regulation and control, the

diversity of construction scale and cost (Armando et al., 2010;

Ulbig and Andersson, 2015), it is difficult to estimate the

response capability and the response degree of flexible

resources in different regions, which brings difficulties in

evaluating the response potential of flexible resources. In

order to assess the response potential of flexible resources, it

is necessary to solve three aspects of the problems: quantitative

index, evaluation model and solution method. At present, the

evaluation indexes of load response degree mainly include the

grid dimension indexes (Cheng and An, 2013) and the user

dimension indexes (Sun et al., 2016; Ding, 2018; Zhao, 2018). Ref.

(Li et al., 2015). gives an evaluation index system from three

aspects: interaction participation from the user’s perspective and

interaction effect and security from the power grid perspective.

The modeling of the potential assessment model should consider

the interaction response modes between various flexible

resources and power grid. The modeling of response patterns

can be divided into two types: modeling based on the response

characteristics of user (Huang et al., 2004; Xia et al., 2012; Pan

et al., 2019) and modeling based on the optimal dispatch of

power grid (Huang and Huang, 2004; Gao et al., 2014). Ref. (Luo

et al., 2020). divides flexible loads into transferable loads and

reducible loads according to their response characteristics and

constructs a response model. Among all kinds of analysis and

evaluation methods of power system, in order to precisely

simulate the increasingly complex power system, the

sequential simulation optimization method has become the

main research method to analyze the relevant characteristic

indexes and regular patterns of power grid (Wang et al., 2013;

Peng, 2019; Yang et al., 2020; Xu et al., 2022).

Based on the research results of existing block distribution

network planning, this paper proposes a response potential

assessment method of user-side flexible resources of regional

power distribution networks. The major contributions of this

paper are summarized as follows:

1) A series of evaluation indexes on response potential of end-

user-side flexible resources are designed, which can represent

the improvement degree of the system load curve and the

supporting potential to the power grid planning and

operation.

2) The response potential evaluation method based on

sequential simulation of interactive operation is developed,

which can describe the interactive response process between

flexible resources and power grid in detail and accurately

evaluate the supporting potential. The sequential simulation

method takes the interactive operation mechanism of flexible

resources and the power grid into account, which can better

simulate the operation of the power grid in the future, thus

providing more accurate guidance for the planning work.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Assessment

Framework Section introduces the evaluation framework of response

potential of end-user-side flexible resources. Evaluation Indexes of

Response Potential and Interactive Response Model of Flexible

Resources Section proposes the evaluation indexes and the

interactive response model of flexible resources. Response

Potential Evaluation Model and Method Based on Sequential

Simulation of Interactive Operation Section constructs the

evaluation model of time series response potential to describe the

interaction process between flexible resources and power grid, based

on the idea of sequential simulation optimization of distribution

networks operation. And the optimization software package is

employed to solve the problem. Case Study Section presents the

evaluation results of a practical example from a certain area of

northern China to validate the effectiveness of the proposed model

and method. Case Study Section concludes the paper.

The results show that the method proposed in this paper can

effectively evaluate the supporting capability of the user-side

flexible resources to the power grid operation, thus alleviating the

operation pressure of the superior power grid, delaying the

capacity construction of the superior power grid, and reducing

the construction scale and investment level of the relevant

power grid.
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Assessment framework

The block distribution network planning is the hierarchical

distribution network planning at different levels based on the

division and the subdivision of power supply areas into power

supply zones, power supply blocks and power supply units. In

recent 5 years, the block distribution network planning method

has been widely used in China utilities.

In order to solve the problem of insufficient system regulation

ability of different unit in different degrees, the flexible resources

such as distributed generations, flexible loads and energy storage

devices in the unit can be aggregated and regulated as a whole. This

way can realize the balance of power supply and demand in power

grid of the unit scale, and the interactive operation of power network

with response participation of flexible resources can also improve

the load curve of the whole system.

In this paper, the evaluation index of response potential of

flexible resources is designed based on the improvement degree

of system load curve characteristics and the support potential of

flexible resource to power grid planning and operation. At the

same time, based on the interactive response mechanism between

flexible resources and power grid, a potential evaluation model

based on the time series simulation and optimal operation of

power grid is established, and solved by the optimization

software package. Finally, the response potential of flexible

resources is quantitatively analyzed based on the proposed

evaluation index, which provides corresponding guidance for

distribution network planning and provides basis for making

rational interaction strategies.

The overall assessment framework is shown in Figure 1.

Evaluation indexes of response
potential and interactive response
model of flexible resources

Evaluation indexes

The flexible resource response potential defined in this paper

mainly refers to the improvement degree of the system load curve and

the supporting potential of the flexible resource for system planning

and operations, when the flexible resource participates in the power

grid interaction operation with demand response. The specific

representation indexes are: potential entropy of demand response,

variation rate of peak-valley difference, clipping rate of peak load,

filling rate of valley load, improvement rate of smoothness and

Response degree. The representation metrics and their meanings

are shown in Table 1.

Potential entropy of demand response
Different categories of users have different peak-shaving and

valley-filling potential. In this paper, the concept of information

entropy, which describes the information quantity in information

theory, is used to define the demand response potential entropy of

users (Sun et al., 2016). The expression is shown in (Eq. 1).

PE � 1

−∑N
i�1
xi lnxi

(1)

where, PE is the entropy of demand response potential, N is the

number of sampling times of user load in a day, xi is the amount

of user load of the ith sample after normalization.

FIGURE 1
Response potential evaluation framework of flexibility resources.
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Similar to information entropy describing the amount of

information, demand response potential entropy can be used to

describe the potential of user demand response. The more

average the user’s power load, the smaller the difference

between peak and valley is, and the smoother the user’s power

consumption curve is. It can be considered that this kind of users’

power consumption pattern is more regular and not easy to

change, so the potential of peak shaving and valley filling is

smaller, and the potential entropy is also smaller. On the

contrary, for the users with large peak-valley difference and

large fluctuation load curve, the regularity of power

consumption is weak, so the potential of peak-shaving and

valley-filling is large, and the potential entropy is also large.

Variation rate of peak-valley difference
The variation rate of peak-valley difference is defined as the

ratio of the change amount of the system load’s peak-valley

difference when all kinds of resources participating in the

demand response versus the system load’s peak-valley

difference without demand response participation. The

expression is shown in (Eq. 2).

Hd �
Pp − Pv( ) − P′

p − P′
v( )

Pp − Pv
× 100% (2)

where,Hd is the variation rate of peak-valley difference; Pp and Pv

are the peak value and valley value of system load without flexible

resource involved, respectively; Pp′ and Pv′ are the peak value and
valley value of the system load when flexible resources participate in

demand response, respectively. The variation rate of peak-valley

difference of system load represents the ability of user-side flexible

resources to shave peak and fill valley of the system load. And the

greater the variation rate, the stronger the ability of the peak shaving

and valley filling capacity of flexible resources is.

Shaving rate of peak load
Peak shaving rate is defined as the ratio of the peak load

change amount of the system when various resources

participating in the demand response versus the peak load of

the system when there is no demand response involved. The

expression is shown in (Eq. 3).

Hp−p � P′
p − Pp

Pp
× 100% (3)

where, Hp−p is the peak shaving rate. The greater the value of

Hp−p , the better the effect of reducing the peak load, which will

help the overall load peak downward and tend to the daily

average load value.

Filling rate of Valley load
The valley filling rate is defined as the ratio of the valley load

change mount of the system when various resources participate in

the demand response versus the valley load of the systemwhen there

is no demand response involved. The expression is shown in (Eq. 4).

Hv−v � P′
v − Pv

Pv
× 100% (4)

where,Hv−v is the valley filling rate. The greater the value ofHv−v ,
the better the valley filling effect is, which is conducive to move up

the load valley value andmake it tend to the daily average load value.

Improvement rate of smoothness
The smoothness improvement rate is defined as the ratio of the

change amount of the standard deviation of load power within a

certain period of time when various resources participate in the

demand response versus the standard deviation of load power

when there is no demand response involved. The expression is

shown in (Eq. 5).

S �

��������������
1
T∑T
t�1

P t( ) − Pave( )2
√

−
����������������
1
T∑T
t�1

P′ t( ) − P′ave( )2√
��������������
1
T∑T
t�1

P t( ) − Pave( )2
√ (5)

where, S is the smoothness improvement rate; P(t) and P′(t) are
the active load of the system at time t without and with demand

response participation, respectively; Pave and Pave
′ are the average

load of the system without and with demand response

participation, respectively; T is time scale, generally 24 h. S

indicates the smoothing effect of the interaction response of

flexible resources on the load curve. The larger the value of S, the

smoother the overall load curve after interaction response.

TABLE 1 Evaluation metrics.

Metric name Symbol Meaning

Potential entropy of demand response PE The potential for user demand response

Variation rate of peak-valley difference Hd The peak shaving and valley filling capacity of the flexible resource to the system

Shaving rate of peak load Hp−p The capacity of the flexible resource to shave the peak in the system

Filling rate of valley load Hv−v The capacity of the flexible resource to fill the valley in the system

Improvement rate of smoothness S The smoothing effect of flexible resources on system load curves

Response degree Ii(t) The response degree to which flexible resources participate in the interactive operation of the grid
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Response degree
The response degree is defined as the ratio of the actual

response amount of the system load to its maximum response

amount. The expression is shown in (Eq. 6).

Ii t( ) � P′
i t( ) − Pi,0 t( )

γshift t( ) + γtrans t( ) + γcut t( )[ ]Pi,max t( ) (6)

where, Ii(t) is the response degree at time t; P′
i(t) is the system load

at time t with flexible resources participating in demand response;

Pi,0(t) is the system load at time t without demand response

participation; Pi,max(t) is the maximum response mount at time

t that the user loads can participate in, γshift(t), γtrans(t) and γcut(t)
are the proportion of user loads that can be shifted, transferred and

reduced, respectively [0, 1]. Ii(t) described the actual level of user

loads’ participation in demand response at time t, which is closely

related to the power consumption characteristics of the load, the

interaction mechanism of the dispatch center and other factors.

Interactive response model of flexible
resources

Interactive response model of user-side flexible
load

User load can be classified into industrial load, commercial

load, residential load and so on. According to the response

characteristics, user-side flexible load can be divided into

shiftable load, transferable load and reducible load.

Shiftable load

The shiftable load mainly refers to the load that the regular

pattern of electricity consumption cannot be changed, but can

only be shifted on the time axis. The shiftable load is mainly the

industrial load with adjustable shifts. The load curve can be

shifted by adjusting its power consumption time without

changing its power consumption shape. The schematic

diagram of the shiftable load is shown in Figure 2.

The interactive response model of shiftable load participating

in power grid operation is shown in (Eq. 7):

Pshift t( ) � 1 − α × γshift( )PL0 t( )
Pshift t + Δt( ) � PL0 t + Δt( ) + α × γshift( ) × PL0 t( )

⎧⎨⎩ (7)

where, Pshift(t) is the load at time t after shifting; PL0(t) is the
load before it participates in the demand response; α is the

proportion of load shifted at time t into time t + Δt.

Transferable load

Transferable load refers to a kind of load that can transfer

part of the load in peak period to the valley period. For example,

household appliances, such as water heaters and air conditioners

in residential loads, can achieve peak-shaving and valley-filling

FIGURE 2
Schematic diagram of shiftable load.
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response by adjusting their operation time. Figure 3 shows a

schematic diagram of the transferable load.

The interactive response model of transferable load

participating in power grid is shown in (Eq. 8):

Ptrans t( ) � 1 − λ1 t( ) × γtrans t( )[ ]PL0 t( )
Ptrans t + Δt( ) � PL0 t + Δt( ) + η t( ) × γtrans t( )[ ]PL0 t( ){ (8)

where, Ptrans(t) is the load at time t after transferring; λ1(t) is the
proportion of the load transferred out at time t; η(t) is the

proportion of load transferred in at time t.

Reducible load

Reducible load means that a certain amount of load can be

cut during the peak load period, so as to reduce the average power

consumption. For example, commercial users’ electrical

appliances, such as air conditioning, refrigeration and so on,

can participate the interactive response by reducing a certain

output power in a short period of time, which will not affect the

comfort and satisfaction of customers. The schematic diagram of

the reducible load is shown in Figure 4.

The interactive response model of reducible load

participating in power grid is shown in (Eq. 9):

Pcut t( ) � 1 − β t( ) × γcut t( )( )PL0 t( ) (9)

where, Pcut(t) is the load at time t after reduction; β(t) is the
proportion of user load cut at time t.

Interactive response model of energy storage
The energy storage device adjusts the system peak-valley

difference by charging at the load valley period and discharging at

the load peak period, so as to support and solve the supply-

demand balance of the power grid. The common energy storage

device is battery energy storage, whose level of stored electricity

in operation is represented by state of charge (SOC). The SOC of

energy storage at time t is determined by the SOC at time t-1 and

the power of the energy storage system. The interactive response

model of energy storage is shown in (Eq. 10).

SESSi t( ) � SESSi t − 1( ) + ηESSc Pi,c t( ) − Pi,d t( )
ηESSd

( ) 1
EESS
i

(10)

where, SESSi (t) is total electricity of the ith energy storage device at

time t; ηESSc and ηESSd are the charge and discharge efficiency of energy

storage device, respectively; Pi,c(t) and Pi,d(t) are the charging and
discharging power of the ith energy storage device at time t,

respectively;EESS
i is the rated capacity of the ith energy storage device.

Response potential evaluation model
and method based on sequential
simulation of interactive operation

First, the whole response potential analysis and evaluation

model of the flexible resources is constructed. Then the response

FIGURE 3
Schematic diagram of transferable load.
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potential evaluation method and procedure is proposed based on

the sequential simulation of interactive operation.

Response potential assessment model of
flexible resources

Objective function
In this paper, the integrated optimization of the total

economic cost of distribution network operation and the

optimum peak-valley difference is considered as the objective.

The economic cost of operation mainly includes the cost of

purchasing electricity from upper power grid, the cost of load

interaction and the cost of energy storage dispatching.

Considering the dimensional difference of above two sub-

objectives of economic cost and peak-valley difference, based

on the concept of per-unit value, this paper takes the independent

optimal solutions of the two sub-objectives as their respective

benchmark values, and weights them as a comprehensive

objective function (Yang et al., 2021). The expression of the

objective function is shown in (Eqs 11–16).

minF � ω1
F1

F1
*
+ ω2

F2

F2
*

(11)
F1 � C1 + CDR + CESS (12)

F2 � max L t( )( ) −min L t( )( ) (13)

C1 � ∑T
t�1
ρ t( ) · P1 t( ) (14)

CDR � ∑T
t�1

∑Nshift

i�1
ρshifti t( ) · μshifti t( ) · ΔPshift

i t( ) +∑T
t�1

∑Ntrans

i�1
ρtransi t( )

· μtransi t( ) · ΔPtrans
i t( ) +∑T

t�1
∑Ncut

i�1
ρcuti t( ) · μcuti t( ) · ΔPcut

i t( )

(15)

CESS � ∑T
t�1

∑NESS

i�1
CoPi,ESS t( ) (16)

where, F1 and F2 are the total economic cost and the system

peak-valley difference, respectively; F1
* and F2

* are the

independent optimal solution for F1 and F2, respectively; ω1

and ω2 are weight of F1 and F2, respectively; C1 is the cost of

purchasing electricity from upper power grid; CDR is the cost of

load interaction; CESS is the energy storage scheduling cost; L(t)
is the power of the load participates in the interactive response of

grid operation at time t; ρ(t) is the electricity price purchasing

from upper grid at time t; P1(t) is the output of the upper power
grid at time t; Nshift , Ntrans and Ncut are the number of loads

that can be shifted, transferred and reduced; ρshifti (t), ρtransi (t)
and ρcuti (t) are the unit capacity compensation price of the ith

shiftable, transferable and reducible loads at time t, respectively;

μshifti (t), μtransi (t) and μcuti (t) represent the response status of ith
shiftable, transferable and reducible loads at time t, respectively,

FIGURE 4
Schematic diagram of reducible load.
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which equal to 1 when participates in interactive response

otherwise equal to 0; ΔPshift
i (t), ΔPtrans

i (t) and ΔPcut
i (t) are

the load variation amount of the ith shiftable, transferable and

reducible loads at time t, respectively; Co is the cost coefficient of

energy storage device operation and maintenance; NESS is the

total number of energy storage devices; Pi,ESS(t) is the power of
the ith energy storage device at time t.

Constraints
The evaluation model needs to take into account the power

balance constraints of power network, and the interaction

constraints between the source-load flexibility resources and

the power grid. The details are described as follows.

The power supply and demand balance constraint

Pbase t( ) + ∑Nshift

i�1
Pshift t( ) + ∑Ntrans

i�1
Ptrans t( ) + ∑Ncut

i�1
Pcut t( )

� ∑NDG

i�1
PDG
i t( ) + P1 t( ) − ∑NESS

i�1
μi,cPi,c t( ) + ∑NESS

i�1
μi,dPi,d t( ) (17)

where, Pbase(t) is the base rigid load(the load not participating in
interaction response, except the shiftable, transferable and

reducible load) at time t; NDG is the number of distributed

generations; PDG
i (t) is the output power of the ith distributed

generation at time t; μi,c(t) and μi,d(t) are the charging and

discharging state of the ith energy storage device at time t,

respectively, which equal to 1 when participates in interactive

response otherwise equal to 0.

Distributed generation constraint

0≤PDG
i t( )≤ μDG

i t( ) · PDG
i,max t( ) (18)

where, μDG
i (t) is the output signal of the ith distributed generator

at time t, which equal to 1 when participates in interactive

response otherwise equal to 0; PDG
i,max(t) is the maximum

output power of the ith distributed generator at time t.

Flexible load constraints

hshift0i t( )≤ h t( )≤ hshift1i t( ) (19)
μtransi t( ) · ΔPtrans

i,min t( )≤ΔPtrans
i t( )≤ μtransi t( ) · ΔPtrans

i,max t( ) (20)

ΔP trans
min ≤∑T

t�1
ΔPtrans

i t( )≤ΔP trans
max (21)

μcuti t( ) · ΔPcut
i,min t( )≤ΔPcut

i t( )≤ μcuti t( ) · ΔPcut
i,max t( ) (22)

ΔP cut
min ≤∑T

t�1
ΔPcut

i t( )≤ΔP cut
max (23)

where, h(t) is the number of hours that the shiftable load shifted;

hshift0i (t) and hshift1i (t) are the minimum and maximum shiftable

hours of the ith shiftable load at time t, respectively; ΔPtrans
i,min(t) and

ΔPtrans
i,max(t) are theminimumandmaximum load transfer amount of

the ith transferable load at time t, respectively; ΔP trans
max and ΔP trans

min

are the upper and lower limits of the transferable load capacity of the

ith transferable load in a scheduling cycle, respectively; ΔPcut
i,min(t)

andΔPcut
i,max(t) are theminimum andmaximum load cut amount of

the ith reducible load at time t, respectively; ΔP cut
max and ΔP cut

min are

the upper and lower limits of the reducible load capacity of the ith

reducible load in a scheduling cycle, respectively.

FIGURE 5
Analytical evaluation procedure of response potential.
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Energy storage device constraints

SESSi t( ) � SESSi t − 1( ) + ηESSc Pi,c t( ) − Pi,d t( )
ηESSd

(24)

EESS
i · CESS

i,min ≤ SESSi t( )≤EESS
i · CESS

i,max (25)
0≤Pi,c t( )≤PESS

i,max · μi,c t( ) (26)
0≤Pi,d t( )≤PESS

i,max · μi,d t( ) (27)
0≤ μci t( ) + μdi t( )≤ 1 (28)

SESSi 1( ) � SESSi T( ) � 0.2EESS
i (29)

where, PESS
i,max is the rated capacity of the ith energy storage device;

CESS
i,min and C

ESS
i,max are the maximum and minimum SOC values of

the ith energy storage device, with values of 0.2 and 0.8,

respectively.

Evaluation method

In order to describe the interactive response process between

flexible resources and power grid in detail and accurately evaluate

the supporting potential for power grid planning and operation,

this paper adopts the analysis and evaluation idea of sequential

simulation of optimized operation method.

Power system sequential simulation method (Cao et al.,

2014) is to the simulate the actual operation of the system at

different time scales under the condition of given network

topology and load level, meanwhile to analyze and evaluate

the operation state and performance of the power grid are d.

Based on the timing simulation method, this paper evaluates the

adjustment effect of the system load by simulating the regional

flexible resources’ response behavior in a typical 24-h domain,

TABLE 2 Current status of each power mesh unit and the respective forecasting loads in the planning year.

Unit Power supply
area (km2)

Current load(MW) Forecast load
(MW)

PV capacity
(MW)

Energy storage
capacity(MWh)

A 1.12 16.28 28 5 2.94

B 2.15 13.18 46 10 4.96

C 6.62 82.56 118 20 19.16

D 1.79 2 20.62 3 1.79

FIGURE 6
Forecast load curve of each grid (without considering flexible resources).
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and quantifies the response potential of flexible resources

according to the evaluation index.

The objective function of the response potential assessment

model mentioned above contains integer variables and non-

linear terms. It is a typical mixed integer non-linear

programming model. In this paper, the non-linear term of the

objective function is transformed into linear description by KKT

conditions (Zhang et al., 2018), and then the optimization

software CPLEX is called by YALMIP in MATLAB to solve

problem. A general representation of the model is shown in

(Eq. 30).

minF xt( ) � ∑
t

COt + OI

s.t.G xt( )≤ 0
H xt( ) � 0

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩ (30)

where, xt is the variable of sequential simulation of optimized

operation; COt is the operational cost, including electricity

purchase cost, flexible load regulation cost, energy storage

maintenance cost, unit operation cost and so on, as shown in

(Eqs 14–16); OI is the system operation index, including system

peak-valley difference, voltage deviation rate, etc., as shown in

(Eq. 13); G(·) and H(·) are the inequality constraints and

equality constraints of sequential simulation of optimized

operation, respectively; the inequality constraints are shown in

(Eqs 18–23) and (Eqs 25–28), and equality constraints are shown

in (Eq. 17) and (Eq. 24).

Evaluation procedure

Figure 5 shows the analytical evaluation procedure of

response potential.

Step 1: Basic data collection. To obtain the date of unit

divisions, data of historical load, data of installed scale of

distributed generations, data of load composition and energy

storage configuration, etc., of the area to be evaluated.

Step 2: Data processing. To check and process the collected

historical load data, including missing data processing, invalid

data processing, outlier analysis, etc.; and to extract the efficient

data from collected reports in text form.

Step 3: Load prediction and source-load scenario

construction. To forecast the long-term annual load based on

the historical annual load data, and to obtain the typical daily

prediction load curves of all units through certain method (Luo

et al., 2021). Moreover, the source-load scenario is constructed

according to the output curves of regional PV and predicted load

curves.

Step 4: parameter initialization. To configure the cost

parameters of the evaluation mode (such as electricity

purchase price, unit compensation price of flexible loads, cost

parameters of energy storage, etc.), flexible load proportion,

participation willingness coefficient of users, operation

parameters of energy storage devices, etc.

Step 5: Configure the maximum number of iterations and

minimum error accuracy. In this paper, the maximum number of

TABLE 4 Interactive response parameters of flexible load of each unit.

Unit Composition of load Transferable load proportion
(%)

Reducible
load proportion (%)

Willingness of participation
(%)

A Residents load 70% 10 10 30

Commercial load 30% 10 20 20

B Residents load 60% 10 10 20

Commercial load 40% 10 15 15

C Residents load 50% 15 10 20

Commercial load 50% 5 10 20

D Residents load 70% 15 15 30

Commercial load 30% 5 5 20

TABLE 3 Electricity price.

Time Price (RMB/kWh)

Peak periods 10:00-14:00; 17:00-21:00 1.082

Normal periods 8:00-10:00; 14:00-17:00; 21:00-24:00 0.649

Valley periods 0:00-8:00 0.316
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iterations is set to 50, and the minimum error accuracy of the last

two optimization iterations is 10−6.

Step 6: Construct the evaluation model based on sequential

simulation of optimized operation.

Step 7: Call the MATLAB solution package to solve the

model.

Step 8: Judge whether the number of iterations and error

accuracy meet the requirements. If not, increase the number of

iterations by 1 and return to step 6; otherwise, proceed to the

next step.

Step 9: Output the optimization result and calculate the

evaluation indexes.

Step 10: Give the evaluation results of the quantitative

analysis of the flexible resources’ response potential of area to

be evaluated.

Case study

Case introduction

In this paper, the actual power distribution network data of a

certain area in north China is taken as an example to be

evaluated. This area is a type B power supply area by 10 kV

distribution networks with a total planning area of 11.68 km2,

which contains 4 meshed and blocked power grids, numbered

power mesh unit A, B, C and D, respectively.

Among 4 power meshes, Unit A is mainly used for second-

class residential, administrative and commercial land; Unit B

is mainly used for second-class residential and commercial

land; Unit C is mainly used for second-class residential,

commercial and educational land; Unit D is mainly used

for residential, commercial and temple land. And the

second-class residential land refers to the land planning

with complete municipal public facilities, complete layout

and good environments.

The current status of each power mesh unit and the

respective forecasting loads in the planning year without

considering the flexible resource support potential are shown

in Table 2. The typical daily predicted load curves of each unit are

obtained by using the method in Ref (Luo et al., 2021) based on

the historical annual load of the area. Meanwhile, Figure 6 shows

the typical daily load curve for each power mesh unit in the

planning year without considering flexible resources.

Case calculation

In this paper, we develop 3 scenarios to quantitatively analyze

the response potential of flexible resources with different levels of

FIGURE 7
Load curve adjustment effect of four units. (A) Unit A (B) Unit
B (C) Unit C (D) Unit D.
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demand response programs, through simulating the interaction

response effect of flexible resources on the load curve under three

different scenarios. These scenarios are:

Scenario 1: only energy storage device is considered;

Scenario 2: only flexible load regulation is considered;

Scenario 3: both energy storage and flexible load regulation

are considered.

The parameters of purchase electricity price in the response

potential assessment are shown in Table 3. We assume that, the

reducible loads are compensated at the electricity price of the

FIGURE 8
Load curve adjustment effect of whole region.

TABLE 5 Response potential assessment results.

Unit Scenario Potential entropy
of demand
response

Variation rate
of peak-valley
difference (%)

Shaving rate of peak load (%) Filling rate
of valley
load (%)

Improvement rate
of smoothness
(%)

A Scenario 1 0.2494 8.48 2.70 5.38 1.13

Scenario 2 15.75 7.29 4.52 8.73

Scenario 3 24.3 9.99 10.0 12.41

B Scenario 1 0.1922 10.05 3.61 6.48 2.57

Scenario 2 8.75 4.56 2.0 2.58

Scenario 3 18.82 8.17 8.52 6.70

C Scenario 1 0.1990 12.47 4.0 8.17 3.79

Scenario 2 11.40 6.0 1.76 4.54

Scenario 3 23.92 10.0 10.0 9.61

D Scenario 1 0.1872 6.76 2.33 6.74 2.34

Scenario 2 12.95 7.67 3.16 5.13

Scenario 3 19.76 10.0 10.0 8.39

Total Scenario 1 0.2024 10.32 3.25 7.31 3.04

Scenario 2 10.56 5.4 2.31 4.76

Scenario 3 21.53 9.0 9.69 9.34
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load cut time, and the transferable loads are compensated at 80%

of the electricity price of the load transfer time. And the operation

and maintenance cost of energy storage device is set as 26 RMB/

MW (Li, 2020).

The interactive response parameters of flexible loads are

determined by the load composition and load characteristics

in the region. For the proportion parameters of residential load,

commercial load and other types of loads of the case power grid

mesh units, we can set their values according to the planning land

development purpose. For the parameters of the proportion of

the transferable and reducible load, and the willingness of the

users to participate in interactive response, they cannot be

accurately captured from the usual historical load data

because of not covering in the common historical load data

accumulation. This paper mainly refers to relevant technical

principles and literature data (Li et al., 2019) for parameter

selection, as shown in Table 4.

Result analysis

In this paper, the proposed potential assessment model based

on time sequential simulation is built in MATLAB environment.

Figure 7 shows the load curve adjustment effect of four units

under three scenarios, and Figure 8 shows the load curve

adjustment effect of the whole evaluation area. The proposed

method was implemented in the YALMIP (Lofberg, 2004)

optimization toolbox using MATLAB R2016a and solved by

IBM ILOG CPLEX 12.6. The numerical experiments were

performed on a computer with an Intel CORE CPU i5-

1135G7 processor running at 2.40 GHz and 16 GB of RAM.

In Figure 7 and Figure 8, scenario 1 only considers the

dispatching of energy storage device, and the load curve is

smoothed by energy storage’s releasing energy during peak

periods and absorbing energy during valley periods. In

scenario 2, only flexible load interaction response is

considered, and the effect of peak shaving and valley filling is

achieved through adjusting the transferable load and the

reducible load. In Scenario 3, flexible load response and

energy storage dispatch are jointly regulated. It is easy to see

that scenario 3 has the most significant effect on load curve

adjustment and improvement.

Table 5 shows the calculation results of the response potential

evaluation indicators of the case. The results show that the

regional load curve can be improved by rationally adjusting

and controlling the user-side flexible loads and energy storage

devices. The results of Table 5 show that the peak-shaving effect

of 5%–6% and the valley-filling effect of less than 5% can be

achieved only by load response participation, while both the

peak-shaving effect and the valley-filling effect can be increased

FIGURE 9
Adjustment of flexible loads and energy storage devices of
each unit in scenario 3. (A) Unit A (B) Unit B (C) Unit C (D) Unit D.
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to about 10% by adding energy storage dispatching. It can be seen

that the addition of energy storage has a good effect on peak-

shaving and valley-filling, especially valley-filling. The combined

regulation of the overall flexible controllable load and energy

storage can achieve the reducing rate of peak-valley difference by

about 20%, and 5%–10% peak-shaving and valley-filling effect.

Figure 9 shows the daily optimal adjustment results of flexible

load and energy storage device of each unit in the typical day

under scenario 3. Through the application of a series of

combination optimization methods, such as energy storage

discharging the stored energy in the peak load period and

charging in the valley load period, transferring the

transferable load from the peak load period to the valley load

period, and reducing the load properly in the peak load period,

the effect of peak-shaving and valley-filling on the load curve is

achieved.

Based on the above interactive response potential assessment

results, we can roughly estimate the benefit-enhancing potential

of the traditional planning scheme. According to the average load

ratio of distribution transformer, that’s 60% in this area, the

configuration capacity of distribution transformers of this area

can be reduced by about 31 MVA by adjusting various flexible

resources in an ideal situation. And the investment cost can be

saved by about 26.7 million RMB, which is 18.9% less than the

investment cost of the traditional planning scheme. The benefit

enhancing potential of each unit planning scheme is shown in

Table 6.

Conclusion

This paper presents a response potential assessment method

of user-side flexible resources of regional power distribution

networks based on sequential simulation of optimal operation.

First, a set of evaluation indicators, like variation rate of peak-

valley difference and improvement rate of smoothness, are

designed to characterize the improvement degree of the

system load curve and the supporting potential to the power

grid planning and operation because of the flexible resources’

participating in the interactive response with power grid. Then, a

response potential assessment model of flexible resources is

constructed based on sequential simulation of optimal

operation considering the interaction between flexible

resources and power grid, and the optimization software

package is used to solve the model. In the end, the validity of

the proposed method is verified by the analysis and evaluation of

the flexible resource response potential in a certain area of North

China.

The result shows that the user-side flexible resources

participating in the interactive operation of the power grid

can have a beneficial effect on the improvement of the system

load curve, and the utilization potential is huge. In other words,

flexible resources are a kind of balanced resources with good

economy in the planning and operation of power network.

Therefore, we need to take the response potential assessment

of flexible resources into account in the planning of future new

type of distribution networks. In order to accurately evaluate the

response potential of flexible resources, it is necessary to enhance

the accuracy of load curve forecasting, the investigation and

analysis of user load characteristics, and the accumulation of fine-

grained historical data, so as to reasonably determine the

interactive response parameters of flexible loads. At the same

time, it is also necessary to introduce the methods of artificial

intelligence, big data, etc., to carry out load forecasting, scenario

construction, parameter acquisition and configuration,

interactive strategy design of time series simulation, etc., so as

to ensure the accuracy of the evaluation results. The above

contents are also the focus of our further research to be

conducted.
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TABLE 6 Benefit enhancing potential of each unit planning scheme.

Item Unit A Unit B Unit C Unit D The whole
area

Energy storage configuration cost (kRMB) 1640.2 2951.7 10858.0 1339.3 16789.2

Energy storage maintenance cost (kRMB) 0.204 3.424 1.246 0.115 4.989

Flexible load scheduling cost (kRMB) 4.090 1.709 6.931 1.356 14.086

Reduced capacity of distribution transformer (MVA) 4.596 6.167 19.282 3.396 31.14

Distribution transformer investment savings (kRMB) 6433.8 8633.5 26995.1 4754.9 43596.2

Investment in traditional planning schemes (kRMB) 27346.7 76580 82693.3 43446.7 230066.7

Total investment savings (kRMB) 4789.3 5676.7 16128.9 3414.1 26787.9

Total investment savings ratio (%) 23.5 11.3 32.6 10.9 18.9
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